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5% on sales. 
The company's newspapers are The De- 
oit News, The Desert Sun (Palm Springs, 
alit), and several other papers in Califor- 
a and New Jersey. 
While the offering document said that L.P. 
ould prefer to work out a merger with 
NA's current board of directors, the tender 
fer was not contingent upon arriving at an 
nicable solution. L.P. said that if it were to 
ceive a majority of the shares, it would 
tte out the current board of directors and 
ork to obtain a merger, with the remaining 
lareholders who had not tendered earlier 
so receiving $1,000 cash per share. 
On Monday morning, a Detroit lawyer 
presenting Perenchio called Clark's office 
inform him of the offer and lawsuit and 

id Perenchio would be willing to talk with 
lark. The ENA president declined the offer. 
At a total purchase price of $453 million, 

e price tag of the offer would be a hefty 29 
nes estimated 1985 earnings. The multiple 
ojected against cash flow would be small- 

. According to the tender offer, ENA cash 
)w, defined as net income plus depreci- 
ion, amortization and deferred income tax, 
id been projected to be $23.5 million for 
t85. The tender offer said operating in- 
tme is already about $5 million ahead of 
an and that $4.5 million in anticipated 
vidends would also theoretically be avail - 
ile to L.P. Including some possible paring 
corporate overhead and of $10.6 million 
anticipated capital expenditures, the cash 
ailable to service debt could well be over 
15 million. That would put the acquisition 

13 times cash flow, or equivalent to the 
ultiple paid in other recent media transac- 
ms. 
Another yardstick used to measure the 
edia acquisitions is what the company 
)uld fetch if it were sold, not whole, but in 
parate properties. One recent estimate by 
roadcast Investor assessed the five ENA 

stations alone at $575 million, or $1,269 
r share, and the liquidation value of the 
tire company at $2,140 per share, pre -tax. 
A drag on ENA's profits has been the in- 
tse battle that The Detroit News and the 
tight -Ridder -owned Detroit Free Press 
ve been waging. By most accounts, both 
pers are losing money. Jeff Epstein, an 
sociate at First Boston, said "an outsider 
n assess ENA's television stations with a 
r degree of accuracy. The critical question 
What is the value of The Detroit News? 

Id that depends on the probability of a 
nt operating agreement [under a federal 
v that allows competing newspapers to 
are certain costs] with Knight -Ridder and 
at the terms might be." 
The offering statement indicated that Per - 
chio had more than an outsider's perspec- 
e on the company with the help of internal 
lancial reports received secretively from a 
enior executive officer of the company 
NA)." As soon as ENA officials read that 
rt of the offering document, which L.P. 
wyers felt had to be mentioned to meet the 
11- disclosure requirements of the SEC, 
.IA began a search to uncover the execu- 
e. 
It culminated on Wednesday, when Peter 

111111kr- 

ENAs Clark 
Kizer, ENA executive vice president, broad- 
cast division, was called back from Wash- 
ington where he was attending the executive 
committee meeting of the NAB TV board, 
of which Kizer is vice chairman. 

Under questioning by Clark and others, 
Kizer admitted that he was the executive re- 

put out a statement quoting Clark: "This in- 
cident is an outrageous example of broken 
trust and calls into question the business eth- 
ics and practices of the company involved in 
the takeover attempt." 

Whatever the breakup value of ENA 
shares, those providing the bank financing 
for Lear and Perenchio have a piece of it. 
The lenders obtained 5% participation in the 
offer's net profit (defined roughly as the dif- 
ference between the cost of the ENA shares 
and the market value of the various proper- 
ties if the transfer is completed). 

Attention to the price of ENA shares was 
attracted at the end of last year, when the 
rarely traded stock could still be bought for 
less than $200. Some outsiders had become 
aware of the discrepancy between the stock 
price and ENA's inherent value and began 
acquiring stock. The company filed suit 
against two other group owners, Booth 
American Co. and George Gillette, accusing 
both of trying to acquire more than 5% of the 
company without complying with certain 
provisions of Michigan state law. Although 
the company was denied the injunction it 

Lear follows Cooke's takeover recipe. Former Senator Eugene McCarthy, the proposed 
trustee for Jack Kent Cooke's aborted effort to take over Multimedia Inc., has disappeared 
from center stage. (He disappeared the moment Cooke opted to settle for an estimated $25- 
million greenmail profit and dropped his effort to take over Multimedia.) But it not likely that 
McCarthy's name will soon be forgotten. For McCarthy appears well on its way to becoming 
the short-hand citation for the FCC's decision granting Cooke interim approval to collect 
Multimedia shares through a trustee (BROADCASTING, July 22). 

Hollywoód producer Norman Lear and A. Jerrold Perenchio, doing business as L.P. Media 
Inc., cite McCarthy frequently in their effort to take over the Evening News Association. And in 

transfer applications at the FCC, L.P. Media appears to be sticking closely to Cooke's recipe. 
In a long -form application (Form 315), L.P. Media is seeking ultimate approval of the pro- 
posed transfer of Evening News stock. In an accompanying short-form application (Form 
316), L.P. Media is seeking approval to use G. William Miller, treasury secretary under former 
President Jimmy Carter, as a trustee to collect tendered shares pending consideration of L.P. 

Media's long -form application. 
Also in the filings, L.P. Media spells out Miller's rights and duties as trustee in a voting trust 

agreement. L.P. Media said it and Miller also would "abide by any and all of the 'insulation' 
and other conditions imposed in McCarthy." 

Also in its transfer applications, L.P. Media implies that the sort of interim approval granted 
by the commissioners in McCarthy (there the commission granted McCarthy a special 
temporary authority to collect any Multimedia shares tendered pending review of Cooke's 
long -form transfer application) is now so firmly established as precedent that the commission 
staff itself may routinely grant such applications under delegated authority "In view of the 
need for prompt commission authorization to permit the tender offer to proceed, it is respect- 
fully requested that the commission or its staff act, on an expedited basis, to authorize Mr. 

Miller as voting trustee to acquire interim control of ENA [Evening News Association] either 
through grant of this [short-form] application or through grant of appropriate special tempo- 
rary authority," L.P. Media said. 

Last week, James McKinney, FCC Mass Media Bureau, said L.P. Media's apparent reading 
of the situation -that the bureau can act on applications that don't present new or novel 
issues -is correct. "Clearly, the bureau has the legal authority to act on the application, but no 
decision has been made as to whether this will be done at the bureau or commission level," 
McKinney said. 

An FCC official said it was expected that L.P. Media's application would be accepted for 
filing by the end of last week. 

ferred to in the offering document and 
named the person associated with L.P. who 
had requested the information. Kizer told 
BROADCASTING that because he had been 
subpoenaed by ENA counsel and the matter 
was under legal review, he could not detail 
his reasons forgiving L.P. the information or 
if his involvement with L.P. went beyond 
providing them with the information. 

After Kizer was fired on Thursday, ENA 
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sought, it obtained assurances that neither 
party was seeking to gain control. 

Various other shareholders, the majority 
of whom are fourth -generation and fifth - 
generation descendants of founder James 
Edmund Scripps -Clark himself is a great - 
grandson -have sought a more active mar- 
ket to liquidate some or all of their shares. To 
satisfy their desire and prevent them from 
selling shares to a hostile acquisitor, the 




